E.O. 13526, 1.4(c)

- PFF admitted no intention of launching ceasefire, want to save as many lives as possible. Don't remove troops, in Kigali.

A lot of bodies in Lake Kivu as well as Lake Victoria

First count of dead - likely to be 500,000.

TX - brief new plans for NDC: try to get 4-page PPT + concepts

- wetting of status w/o ECL option
  - D使命: Phase I (include political camps)
    - centers of operations in Kigali
    - have already begun; assist in current (non-judicial) case of security
  - tell UN that D mission Phase I has ended,
    - but could be too thinly stretched defending LOCs
    - themselves + not help speed of people
    - make it Phase II + deployment

- Phase III - deployment and battle of Bwindi
  - Troops center in vicinity of Bwindi
  - log base in Bwindi

- Phase IV - open some time with political accord
  - CF/FRs safe haven - log base to close air
  - Kigali - separate out of Kigali in support of safe haven
  - All pull back for safe area to Kigali

- Phase V - open up accord + deploy at fan
- Allow them to operate an area of 4,000 size, not already in Kigali.

- Timing of plan depends on political progress.

Questions:

How are we being a project?

Uncertainties need to be addressed.

Do you consider RPF concern that guerillas escape into the area to be real? What can be done?

What to do outside Kigali in Phase IV?

- UNCERTAIN: No concern reported or investigated.

Please III: RPF stays in Kigali but may go to town.

Can RPF agree to face above 2,000 limit? Possible.

If no peaceful agreement, fresh talks to Safe haven, exit of other neighboring countries of TFR.

We are doing as much good as possible.

Put way of avoiding the capital, but not get into Kigali.